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ABSTRACT
In this paper we attempt to give an account of reasoning with le-
gal cases contextualised within a general theory of persuasion in
practical reasoning. We begin by presenting our general theory,
concentrating on the variety of ways in which a particular position
can be attacked. We then apply our theory to the legal domain,il-
lustrating our approach by a case study based on the well known
CATO system. From this we conclude that it is possible to see rea-
soning with legal cases as a particular instantiation of ourgeneral
theory. We identify some points of interest for discussion,and con-
clude by stating our intended directions for future work.

1. INTRODUCTION
One way of looking at reasoning about legal cases is to see it

as an exercise in persuasion. Two parties take opposing views on
a case and advance arguments designed to persuade some third,
supposedly neutral, person to adopt their point of view. In previ-
ous work [6, 7] we have examined persuasion dialogues in general
and have produced a categorisation of ways in which positions can
be attacked in such dialogues. Our approach takes as its starting
point an influential typology of human dialogues, due to Walton
and Krabbe [12]. In this paper we attempt to apply this work to
the legal domain. However, we consider only the opening stages of
an argument, leaving counter-attacks, shifts in the burdenof proof,
and similar issues to later work.

Section 2 will present the general theory. Section 3 will adapt
the general theory to the specific example of law. Section 4 will
illustrate the theory with examples drawn from a particularlegal
domain. Section 5 gives a detailed account of how the representa-
tion of section 4 can be used to generate arguments. Section 6will
offer a discussion of some points of interest and section 7 some
concluding remarks.
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2. THE GENERAL THEORY

2.1 Elements of the Formalisation
The kind of persuasion that we consider is where one person

is attempting to persuade another to adopt a course of action, and
that other person is arguing against this. Persuasion is intended
to be rational, and so reasons are advanced, and attacked, byeach
side. Moreover, the persuasion is intended to lead to action, so the
debates are examples of practical reasoning.

We give the following as the general schema for a position moti-
vating an action:

(AS1) In the Current Circumstances R
we should perform Action A
to achieve New Circumstances S
which will realize some goal G
which will promote some value V.

Persuasion need not apply exclusively to future actions. Inlooking
at past actions we may seek to justify them by persuading our au-
dience that the action actually performed was the correct action to
be performed at that time. For past actions, the schema is:

(AS2) In the Circumstances R
Action A was rightly performed
to achieve Circumstances S
which realized some goal G
which promoted some value V.

As far as formalization of these schemas goes, we can treat both
as equivalent. We need recognize no difference between resolving
on a future action and justifying a past action. Moreover, anaction
may achieve multiple goals, and each goal may promote multiple
values. For simplicity, we assume that the proponent of an action
articulates an argument in the form of schema 1 for each goal real-
ized and value promoted. We may then formalize the schemas as
follows. We assume the existence of:

� A finite set of distinct actions, denotedActs, with elements,
A, B, C, etc.

� A finite set of propositions, denotedProps, with elements, p,
q, r, etc.

� A finite set of states, denotedStates, with elements, R, S, T,
etc. Each element ofStatesis an assignment of truth values�� �� � to every element ofProps.

� A finite set of propositional formulae,Goals, called goals,
with elements G, H, etc.



� A finite set of valuesValues, with elements v, w, etc.

� A function valuemapping each element ofGoals to a pair� �� �	
� �, where
� 

Valuesand
�	
�  �����.

� A ternary relationapplyon Acts �States�States, with ap-
ply(A, R, S)to be read as:“Performing action A in state R
results in state S.”1

The argument schemas AS1 and AS2 contain a number of prob-
lematic notions which are not readily formalized in classical logic.
We can, however, see that there are four classical statements which
must hold if the argument represented by schema AS1 is to be valid:

Statement 1: R is the case.

Statement 2: apply(A, R, S)


apply.

Statement 3: S �� G (G is true in state S).

Statement 4: value(G)�� ��� �.

With appropriate change of tense, the same four statements must
hold for AS2 to be valid.

2.2 Attacks on a Position
We may identify a number of different ways in which a position

AS1 or AS2 can be attacked. In the next four sub-sections, we
present a comprehensive list of these.

2.2.1 Denial of Premises
A proposal for a particular action A can first be attacked by deny-

ing one of the four statements which must obtain for the proposal
to be valid.

Attack 1: R is not the case.

Attack 2: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply.

Attack 3: It is not the case that S�� G.

Attack 4: It is not the case thatvalue(G)�� ��� �.

Except for the first attack, each of these attacks may be executed
with differing degrees of force, and so we are able to distinguish
variants of the main attack. For instance, we can identify seven
variant attacks forAttack 2.

Attack 2a: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply.

Attack 2b: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply, and it is
the case thatapply(A, R, T)


apply, where T �� S.

Attack 2c: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply, and it is
the case thatapply(A, R, T)


apply, where T �� S, but it is

not the case that T�� G.

Attack 2d: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply, and it is
the case thatapply(A, R, T)


apply, where T �� S, and it

is the case that T�� G, but it is not the case thatvalue(G)�� ��� �.

Attack 2e: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply, and it is
the case thatapply(A, R, T)


apply, where T �� S, and it is

the case that T�� G, butvalue(G)�� ��� �.�
We remark that formalisms of actions and their effects have re-

ceived a great deal of attention in AI, e.g., the situation calculus
[9]. In future work, we intend to explore the connections between
these formalisms and our approach.

Attack 2f: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply, and it is
the case thatapply(A, R, T)


apply, where T �� S, and it is

the case that T�� G, butvalue(G)�� ��� �, where w ��
v.

Attack 2g: It is not the case thatapply(A, R, S)


apply, and it is
the case thatapply(A, R, T)


apply, where T �� S, and it is

the case that T�� G, butvalue(G)�� ��� �, where w ��
v.

Similarly, we may distinguish six variants ofAttack 3:

Attack 3a: It is not the case that S�� G.

Attack 3b: It is not the case that S�� G and there is a goal H


Goals, H �� G, such that S�� H.

Attack 3c: It is not the case that S�� G and there is a goal H
Goals, H �� G, such that S�� H and withvalue(H) ������ �.

Attack 3d: It is not the case that S�� G and there is a goal H
Goals, H �� G, such that S�� H and withvalue(H) ����� �.

Attack 3e: It is not the case that S�� G and there is a goal H


Goals, H �� G, and a value w


Values, w �� v, such that S��
H and withvalue(H)�� ��� �.

Attack 3f: It is not the case that S�� G and there is a goal H


Goals, H �� G, and a value w


Values, w �� v, such that S��
H and withvalue(H)�� ��� �.

Likewise, we may distinguish four variants ofAttack 4:

Attack 4a: It is not the case thatvalue(G)�� ��� �.

Attack 4b: It is not the case thatvalue(G)�� ��� �andvalue(G)�� ��� �.

Attack 4c: It is not the case thatvalue(G)�� ��� �and there is
a value w


Values, w �� v, such thatvalue(G)�� ��� �.

Attack 4d: It is not the case thatvalue(G)�� ��� �and there is
a value w


Values, w �� v, such thatvalue(G)�� ��� �.

One may also attack the argument schemas AS1 and AS2 by deny-
ing that the proposed action A is an element of the set of actions,
Acts, or that goal G is an element of the set of goals,Goals. We
discuss these two attacks below in subsection 2.2.5.

As mentioned, the variant attacks forAttacks 2, 3 and4 are not
all of the same strength, since they make different assertions about
the existence of alternative states, goals or values. Accordingly,
these variants may entail dialogical commitments for the attacker.
For example, depending on the rules governing the interaction,At-
tack 2b may require an attacker to defend the existence of a state
T alternative to S, whereAttack 2a may not require this. Thus,
the burden-of-proof may transfer from one participant to the other
depending on the specific attack used. This issue we do not discuss
further here, but will take up in future work.

2.2.2 Alternative Action for Same Effect
If Statements 1 to 4 do hold, we can say that the position rep-

resents a reason for doing action A, and that there is aprima facie
case for performing A. That A should be performed, however, is a
stronger statement and may not hold.

First there may be alternative actions which also realize the same
value v. We can offer alternatives to each ofStatements 2, 3 and4



Attack 5: There exists an action B


Acts, with B �� A, andap-
ply(B,R,S)


apply.

Attack 6: There exists an action B


Acts, with B �� A, andap-
ply(B,R,T)


apply, with T �� G.

Attack 7: There exists an action B


Acts, with B �� A, andap-
ply(B,R,T)


apply, with T �� H, andvalue(H)�� ��� �.

These three attacks allow us to promote the same value by perform-
ing another action; some further reason will need to be advanced for
choosing A over B. How that choice may be made will be discussed
in subsection 2.2.6.

2.2.3 Side Effects of the Action
If Attacks 1 through7 are not possible, then there is aprima fa-

cie reason to choose action A, and there is no alternative actionto
promote value v. It is still possible, however, that we may wish not
to perform A because we have reasons not to perform it. For exam-
ple, this action A, in addition to promoting v, may have undesirable
side effects. In each of the next three attacks,Statements 1, 2, 3
and4 are assumed to be true.

One undesirable side-effect may be that action A, in addition to
realizing goal G which promotes value v, also realizes another goal
H which demotes v, thus removing the motivation for realizing G.

Attack 8: There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, such thatap-
ply(A,R,S)


applywith S ��H, and withvalue(H)�� ��� �.

Another undesirable side effect of action A would be for someother
desirable value, not v, to be demoted:

Attack 9: There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, and there is a
value w


values, with w ��v, such thatapply(A,R,S)


apply

with S �� H, and withvalue(H)�� ��� �.

Similar are two objections which are most usefully directedagainst
the justification of a past action. Here we do not say that it was
not right to perform A, but argue that the position was not theonly
reason to choose A. This may because S may entail goals other than
G, which may also promote the same or some other value.

Attack 10a: There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, such that
apply(A,R,S)


apply with S �� H, and withvalue(H) ����� �.

Attack 10b: There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, and there
is a value w


values, with w �� v, such thatapply(A,R,S)


applywith S �� H, and withvalue(H)�� ��� �.

If it is important that the right action is chosen for the right reason,
we may prefer explanation of a past action given byAttack 10a or
by Attack 10b to the one originally presented in schema AS2.

2.2.4 Interference with Other Actions
Next we may attack the position for the proposed action A by

recognizing that actions cannot be considered in isolation, but that
performing one action may prevent the performance of others. This
incompatibility may be expressed conceptually at the levelof the
actions themselves, or at the level of the goals that can be realized in
the resulting states, or at the level of values promoted or demoted.

Attack 11a: It is the case thatapply(A,R,S)


apply. There is a
value w


valueswith w �� v. There is an action B


Acts

with B �� A, such thatapply(B,R,T)


apply, with T �� H,
andvalue(H)�� ��� �. However, there is no state X


Statessuch thatapply(A&B,R,X)


apply.

Attack 11b: It is the case thatapply(A,R,S)


apply. There is a
value w


valueswith w �� v. There is a goal H


Goals,

such thatvalue(H)�� ��� �. However, S�� �H.

Attack 11c: It is the case thatapply(A,R,S)


apply. There is a
value w


valueswith w �� v. However, if there is a goal J


Goals, with value(J)�� ��� �, then S�� �J.

Each of these attacks is based on the desirability of promoting a
value w which is different from the value v promoted by action
A. The first, Attack 11a, says that there is a particular action B
which leads to a state T in which a goal H is realized, and this
goal promotes value w, but that actions A and B are incompatible.
In other words, actions A and B may not both be performed. The
second attack,Attack 11b, says that the outcome state S of action
A is inconsistent with a particular goal H which promotes value w.
Thus any alternative action C which led to a state which realized
goal H must be inconsistent with action A. The third attack,Attack
11c, says that the outcome state S of action A is inconsistent with
any goal which promotes value w.

These three attacks are related. If action A realizes a statewhich
is incompatible with the state realized by action B, then A and B
cannot both be performed. In the case ofAttack 11a, however,
there may be a third action, C, which can realize state H and which
is compatible with A. In the case ofAttack 11b this cannot be so.
None the less there may be a third action, C, compatible with A,
which promotes w through realizing some other goal.Attack 11c
excludes this possibility also. ThusAttack 11c entailsAttack 11b
entailsAttack 11a.

2.2.5 Sources of Rational Disagreement
Now let us suppose we have two participants, and that any dis-

agreement between them has some rational basis. Let us consider
what this basis might be. First, they may disagree on the various
elements of the original sets. Thus the setActscontains actions.
Some of these may not be possible, or may be believed to be im-
possible by one of the participants. Actions considered impossible
by both participants need be of no concern, since we can assume
that neither party will propose them.2

We thus have another potential attack on a position: namely that
action A is not possible. Note that this can apply only to projected
actions, not to past actions. Similarly, a proposition believed mean-
ingful by one participant, may be meaningless to the other, and so
an attack may be made on the propositions implicit in any proposal.
Because states are defined as conjunctions of propositions,such an
attack may be manifested in an attack on the states R or S. Like-
wise, the goal G or value v may be attacked as not being a valid
goal or value, respectively.

Attack 12: It is not the case that A


Acts.

Attack 13a: It is not the case that R


States.

Attack 13b: It is not the case that S


States.

Attack 14: It is not the case that G


Goals.

Attack 15: It is not the case that v


Values.

An opponent of the proposer of argument schema AS1 may also
disagree on the way in which goals are valued by the functionvalue.�
We ignore, in this account, consideration of counter-factual and

straw-manproposals, as in the debates of the British War Cabinet
in May 1940 [8].



This does not give rise to any new attacks because such disagree-
ment will be catered for by one of the variants ofAttack 4. Sim-
ilarly, protagonists may may also differ on the functionapply, for
example, if they have different theories of causality. Suchdiffer-
ences will motivate the use of one or more of the variants ofAttack
2 given earlier.

2.2.6 Selection between Options
Our final discussion in this section considers how a decision-

maker presented with a proposal for action by a protagonist and
attacks against this proposal from an opponent, may decide be-
tween alternative action-options. In order to give groundsfor such
a choice we need to represent the decision-maker’s preferences be-
tween actions, and his or her preferences between values. For a
given decision-maker (or audience), we therefore define tworela-
tions:

actionPref is a transitive, irreflexive and antisymmetric binary re-
lation onActs �Acts. For actions A and B, we readaction-
Pref(A,B)as:“The decision maker prefers action A to action
B.”

valuePref is a transitive, irreflexive and antisymmetric binary re-
lation onValues�Values. For values v and w, we readval-
uePref(v,w)as:“The decision maker prefers value v to value
w.”

A rational attacker issuingAttacks 5, 6 and7 would only do so if
the attacker believes the audience prefers action B to action A. Sim-
ilarly, a rational attacker would only issueAttacks 9, 10b, 11b and
11c would only do so if the attacker believes the audience prefers
value w to value v. In the case ofAttack 11a, the attacker may
believe the audience prefers action B to action A, or value w to
value v, or both. Neither an action nor a value preference would
motivate the rational use ofAttack 10a; this attack would be used
when there is some strategic gain expected from explaining apast
decision by reference to goal H rather than to goal G.

3. APPLICATION TO LAW
Now, how does this general theory translate to law? In order

to give some illustration of our general thrust we shall assume the
availability of a CATO-like analysis [1]. Here we have a set of base
level factors, which are used to describe cases. Each base level fac-
tor (hereafter, simply, factor) relates, positively or negatively to one
or moreabstract factors.There is also a set of cases, each of which
”contains” a subset of the base level factors, and possibly adeci-
sion for the plaintiff/defendant. Typically the envisagedsituation in
which the system will be used is that there is exactly one undecided
case, and the purpose of the legal dispute is to decide that case.

Mapping this information onto the generic formalisation, we get
the following:

There are two actions, deciding the undecided case for the plain-
tiff and deciding the undecided case for the defendant. ThusActs
comprises

�
decide(case1,p), decide(case1,d)�, wherecase1is the

undecided case.
The set of propositions for a given case comprises for each fac-

tor a proposition saying that the factor obtains in that case. These
propositions will be either true or false depending on the facts of
the cases. Additionally each case has two associated propositions,
one that it was decided for the plaintiff and one that it was decided
for the defendant. After the case is decided, (i.e.in�) one of these
propositions will be true and one false: before the case is decided
(i.e. in�) they will both be false.

Our function apply will affect the status of these last two proposi-
tions: decide(case,p) will makedecided-for-ptrue anddecide(case,d)
will make decided-for-dtrue for that case.

Thus far, our requirements correspond well to what can be found
in [1]. Table 2 lists 26 base level factors which together withdecided-
for-p anddecided-for-dmake upProps. We can also find many case
descriptions in [1] to enable us to construct� and� for particular
cases. What, however, of goals and values? Our suggestion isthat
each factor relates to some behaviour on the part of the plaintiff
or the defendant that the law wishes to encourage or discourage.
It achieves this by deciding for the party who acts in the ways
it wishes to encourage and against the party whose behaviourit
wishes to discourage. For example,F1 Disclosure-in-Negotiations
is present if the plaintiff discloses his secret to the defendant in
negotiations, and favours the defendant. Deciding for the defen-
dant in the presence of this factor will tend to discourage holders of
secrets from disclosing them in negotiations. Cases, however, typi-
cally contain combinations of facts and the purpose of our goals is
to enable combinations to be encouraged or discouraged. Thegoal
is thus a conjunction of a subset of factors present in a case and the
propositions recording the decision representing the viewof the
combination we wish to take. It is intended to represent the factors
seen as relevant to the decision in the particular case, and should
represent a sufficient reason so to decide the case. Thus, on their
own, F4 Agreed-not-to-discloseandF23 Waiver-of-confidentiality
favour the plaintiff and defendant respectively. But having F4 &
F23 & decided-for-das a goal will encourage potential defendants
to seek waivers of confidentiality if there is such an agreement, and
not to use this information without such a waiver, and to makepo-
tential plaintiffs wary of offering such waivers.

Finally we need values. The motive for encouraging or discour-
aging behaviour is to promote some socially desirable end. For
example, marking F1 as an important consideration would promote
the social end that people act with reasonable care for theirown
interests: if one has a secret one has a certain responsibility to keep
it to oneself. The function

�����
will therefore map each factor to

elements of some set of values, representing the social endswhich
motivate the encouraging or discouraging of certain behaviours. In
our case study we relate values to the abstract factors foundin [1]:
this follows a suggestion of [10]. As discussed in Section 4,one
value is selected to motivate the decision; if promotion of multiple
values is desired, this can be achieved through instantiation of mul-
tiple instances of the appropriate argumentation schema. Thus we
may restate the argument scheme AS1 as:

(LAS1) In the presence of these factors we should decide for this
party to establish that this subset of factors lead to this resolution
which will encourage these behaviours which will promote these
social ends.
For decided cases we offer a rationale of the decision:

(LAS2) In the presence of these factors the case was decided for
this party to establish that this subset of factors should lead to this
resolution so as to encourage these behaviours which promote these
social ends.

Note that there is an element of interpretation here in moving
from the full set of factors available in the case to a selected subset
claimed as the goal of the decision. Naturally this interpretation
can be disputed. We can now see legal argumentation with cases as
the proposal and defence of an interpretation of some past case or
cases using LAS2 to establish the desirability of a goal, followed
by the contention that deciding the new case should be decided for
our side to achieve that goal using LAS1. In the next section we
will formalise the analysis found in [1], so that we can give focus
to the later discussion.



Table 1: Abstract Factors in CATO mapped to Values
Abstract Factor Social Value Short name

F102 Efforts-to-
Maintain-Secrecy

People are not negli-
gent concerning their
own interests

NN

F104 Info-Valuable People litigate only
when there is a
substantial claim

LL

F105 Info-Known-or
Available

Enterprise is rewarded RE

F111 Questionable-
means

Dishonesty is punished DP

F112 Info-Used People litigate only
when there is a
substantial claim

LL

F115 Notice-of Confi-
dentiality

Agreements are
respected and upheld

CA

F120 Info-
Legitimately-
Obtained-or-
Obtainable

Enterprise is rewarded RE

F121 Express-
Confidentiality-
Agreement

Agreements are
respected and upheld

CA

F122/3 Efforts-to-
Maintain-Secrecy

People are not negli-
gent concerning their
own interests

NN

4. FORMALISATION OF CATO
To adapt the analysis used in CATO, we need to identify the ele-

ments required by our formalisation. We proceed as follows.
The decisions are as standard for any legal problem. Thus:
Acts=

�
decide(case1,p), decide(case1,d)�.

The base level factors of CATO, together withdecision-for-pand
decision-for-dform the set of propositions which can be true or
false for any given case. The factors can be found in Table 2.

Goalswill be a subset of the propositions, interpreted as a con-
junction. This subset must include at least one ofdecision-for-p
anddecision-for-d.

We identify our values by reference to the abstract factors in [1].
We first identify the value promoted by the satisfaction of the ab-
stract factors found in [1]. Table 1 records this association. Where
factors are associated with two or more abstract factors in [1], we
use a set of values. In previous work such as [5] factors were al-
ways associated with a single value. For our present needs this is
too restrictive: we want the association of a factor with a value to
be determined in the context of a particular case. Thus part of the
interpretation of a case will involve deciding which value is pro-
moted by the factor in this particular case. This answer may vary
from case to case. The values associated with factors are given in
Table 2.

In Table 2 we show the values associated with each factor. Each
factor favours a particular party, indicated by (p) or (d), and de-
ciding for that party promotes or demotes one or more values as
indicated in the Values column. Deciding for the other partywould
reverse the promotion or demotion of that value.

One point of note here. While we have followed the Factor Hi-
erarchy of [1] closely, we have added a relation between F17 and
F25 to RE, even though CATO does not relate these factors to F105
Info-Known-or-available. We believe that it is correct to do so:
if that a productcould be reverse engineered (F16) contributes to

Table 2: CATO Factors and Associated Values
Factor Label Values

F1 Disclosure-in-negotiations (d) NN+ DP- RE+
F2 Bribe-employee (p) DP+
F3 Employee-sole-developer (d) RE+
F4 Agreed-not-to-disclose (p) CA+ NN+
F5 Agreement-not-specific (d) CA+
F6 Security-Measures (p) NN+
F7 Brought-Tools (p) LL+
F8 Competitive-Advantage(p) LL+
F10 Secrets-Disclosed-Outsiders

(d)
NN+ RE+

F11 Vertical-Knowledge (d) RE+
F12 Outsider-Disclosures-

Restricted (p)
NN+

F13 Noncompetition-Agreement (p) CA+
F14 Restricted-Material-Used (p) CA+ DP+
F15 Unique-Product (p) LL+ RE-
F16 Info-Reverse-Engineerable (d) RE+
F17 Info-Independently-Generated

(d)
RE+ DP+ LL-

F18 Identical-Products(p) LL+
F19 No-security-measures (d) NN+
F20 Info-Known-To-Competitors

(d)
RE+

F21 Knew-Information-
Confidential (p)

CA+

F22 Invasive-Techniques (p) DP+
F23 Waiver-of-Confidentiality (d) CA+
F24 Info-Obtainable-Elsewhere (d) RE+ DP+
F25 Info-Reverse-Engineered (d) RE+ DP+
F26 Deception (p) DP+
F27 Disclosure-in-Public-Forum (d) NN+ RE+

F105, it seems to us that itactually wasreverse engineered musta
fortiori contribute to the information being known or available.

5. APPLICATION TO DOMAIN
For each of the attacks identified in the generic theory, we will

now consider how they appear in the domain. We begin by con-
sidering the attacks generally, and then apply them to a specific
example, the case ofMason v Jack Daniel Distillery. In which a
bar owner, Mason, invented a Jack Daniels based cocktail called
Lychburg Lemonade. The distillery wanted to use this secretrecipe
in a promotion, and did so, although negotiations with Masonbroke
down. Mason sued for the unauthorised use of his recipe.3

Attack 1. R is not the case.This attack denies that the case should
be described as the opponent describes it. Thus there is a disagree-
ment as to the truth value of one or more members ofProps. An
example from the CATO domain would be a claim thatF19 No-
Security-Measures, applies. Suppose in the case under considera-
tion, some security measures had been taken but these were min-
imal. Should we see this an example of F19, favouring the de-
fendant, or asF6 Security measures, favouring the plaintiff, or as
neither F19 or F6? This issue relates to the move from HYPO style
dimensions to factors in CATO (see [11] for a discussion of this
�
The episode of theSimpson’stelevision cartoon in which Homer

invents the Flaming Mo is closely based on this case.



transition). F6 and F19 are in fact the extremes of what was a di-
mension in HYPO. In practice arguing about which side is favoured
when a case represents an intermediate point on a dimension is
quite common in case based argument. See, for example, [4] for
more discussion of the need to allow for this style of dispute.

Attack 2. It is not the case that apply(A, R, S)


apply.This method
of attack does not seem possible since S is merely the conjunction
of R with a decision, and our actions are guaranteed to bring this
decision about. We therefore need consider none of the variants of
2.

Attack 3. It is not the case that S�� G.. Again this attack is impos-
sible, unless a simple error of logic has been made. We will ignore
this possibility here, and give no further consideration tovariants
of 3.

Attack 4. It is not the case that value(G)�� ��� �. This attack
focuses on the link between factors and the values they promote.
This link may not be unambiguous, since where a factor relates to
several values, we need to determine which is promoted in a par-
ticular case. For example, in a case with factor F2 and F25 present,
F25 might be held to relate to DP, whereas if F6 were present in-
stead of F2 it might be related to RE, exemplifying attack 4c,or 4a
if the alternative valuation is not explicitly stated. In fact any of the
four variants of Attack 4 are possible here.

Attack 5. There exists an action B


Acts, with B �� A, and ap-
ply(B,R,S)


apply. This attack cannot arise in our context, since

S includes the decision for the particular party. We have only two
actions, and they will self-fulfillingly realise differentstates.

Attack 6. There exists an action B


Acts, with B �� A, and ap-
ply(B,R,T)


apply, with B�� G. Again, since the party decided for

forms part of G, it cannot be that both S and T realise the same goal.

Attack 7. There exists an action B


Acts, with B �� A, and ap-
ply(B,R,T)


apply, with B �� H, and value(H)�� ��� �. This

attack is quite possible, since we may have factors favouring dif-
ferent parties but promoting the same value. Thus, in a givencase
situation, we may promote a particular value whichever decision
we make.

Attack 8. There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, such that ap-
ply(A,R,S)


apply with S�� H, and with value(H)�� ��� �.

Again examples of this form of attack can be found. Suppose we
have a pro-plaintiff factor F4 and a pro-defendant factor F5, both of
which relate to the same value CA. Now deciding for the plaintiff
promotes CA via F4 & decided-for-p, but also demotes CA via F5
& not decided-for-d.

Attack 9. There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, such that ap-
ply(A,R,S)


apply with S�� H, and with value(H)�� ��� �,

with
� �� �

. Here some pro-defendant factor, say F25, promotes a
different value from the pro-plaintiff factors (say F4 and F6) iden-
tified in G. S realises F25 & not decided-for-d, which demotesthe
value RE.

Attack 10a. There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, such that ap-
ply(A, R, S)


apply with S�� H, and with value(H)�� ��� �. G

is some subset of S, which is claimed to be the goal that is realised.
Therefore this attack questions the way in which the decision is in-
terpreted. Thus my claim may be that deciding a case with factors

F6, F21, F1 and F16 for the plaintiff realised the goal F6 & F21&
decided-for-p. It is, however, possible that it be interpreted rather as
all of F1 & F6 & F21 & F16 & decided-for-p, with corresponding
consequences for future decisions. This is at the heart of the inter-
pretation of past decisions: the significance of the case depends on
how G is chosen.

Attack 10b. There is a goal H


Goals, with H �� G, such that ap-
ply(A,R,S)


apply with S�� H, and with value(H)�� ��� �,

with
� �� �

. This attack accepts that A is the correct action, but dis-
agrees as to its justification in terms of values. If we have a choice
of pro-winner factors relating to different values, then wecan make
this attack.

Attack 11a. It is the case that apply(A,R,S)


apply. The value w
values, w�� v, is desirable and should be promoted. There is an

action B


Acts with B �� A, such that apply(B,R,T)


apply, with
T �� H, and value(H)�� ��� �. However, there is no state X


States such that apply(A&B,R,X)


apply. Our two actions always

exclude one another. Moreover, in the situation described for attack
11 deciding for the plaintiff, so promoting NN, excludes deciding
for the defendant, which would promote RE. Thus this attack is al-
ways possible when we have factors favouring both parties which
are related to different values.

Attack 11b. It is the case that apply(A,R,S)


apply. The value w
values, w �� v, is desirable and should be promoted. There is

a goal H


Goals, such that value(H)�� ��� �. However, S�� �H. This attack is also possible, since S will exclude any goal
with a decision for the other party, and so if a factor favouring this
party promoting a different value is present, the attack canbe made.

Attack 11c. It is the case that apply(A,R,S)


apply. The value w
values, w�� v, is desirable and should be promoted. However, if

there is a goal J


Goals, with value(J)�� ��� �, then S�� �J..
This attack may or may not be possible: it is possible only if there is
a both a factor favouring the other party related to a different value
present, and there is no factor favouring the original partyrelated
to that value.

Attack 12. It is not the case that A


Acts.This attack is not possi-
ble since the two available actions are considered possiblein every
case.

Attack 13a. It is not the case that R


States.This attack is possible
if there is disagreement as to whether particular features of a case
are factors or not. Thus, for example, it might be disputed whether
F18 Identical-Productswas in fact relevant to any case.

Attack 13b. It is not the case that S


States.This attack is also
possible. Indeed if attack13a is possible, so too will attack 13b be
possible.

Attack 14. It is not the case that G


Goals. If attack 13 is possi-
ble, and the disputed proposition is included in G, then thisattack
is also possible.

Attacks 13 and 14 are possible, but require the formalisation to be
disputed. In what follows we will assume that the disputantsare
agreed on the elements ofProps, in which case we can ignore both
of these attacks.

Attack 15. It is not the case that v


Values.This denies that the



value concerned is worth promoting at all. Such disagreement is
possible, although we generally see the disagreement as located in
the relative ordering of values rather than whether a particular end
is valued or not.

So, of our original fifteen attacks, five (attacks 2, 3, 5, 6 and
12) have been found to be inapplicable, and two (attacks 13 and
14) have been discounted as we assume agreement on the choice
of factors. This leaves eight forms of attack which we can look
for. So let us turn to examine some possible arguments relating to
a particular example.

Suppose we consider a particular case, such as that ofMason v
Jack Daniel Distillery, discussed at [1, p. 25]. Mason is repre-
sented by CATO as having five factors:

F1, F6, F15, F16, F21.

A possible precedent for Mason isM. Bryce and Associates Inc
v Gladstone, which has the five factors:

F1, F4, F6, F18, F21.

An argument for the plaintiff in Mason citing Bryce would be:

(A1): In Bryce, given F1, F4, F6, F18, F21, it was correct to de-
cide for the plaintiff, since this realises F1 & F6 & F21 & decided-
for-p, promoting the values of NN, CA and DP. In Mason, given
F1, F6, F15, F16 and F21, we should decide for the plaintiff soas
to realise F1 & F6 & F21 & decided-for-p, promoting the valuesof
NN, CA and DP.4

This argument is very similar to the first ply put forward in [1].
How can the defendant attack the position? We now provide an ex-
ample of each of the attacks.

Attack 1: CATO represents Mason as containing F6, security
measures taken. Reading the facts of the case, however, suggest
that these were not as extensive as they might have been - certainly
less extensive than those taken by Bryce, and so it might be argued
that F6 does not apply to Mason.

Attack 4: The connection between the goal and the values pro-
moted could be challenged. For F1,Disclosure in negotiations, we
have a choice of three values that might be concerned. A1 selects
DP. If we deny this, without proposing an alternative we haveat-
tack 4a. 4b cannot be made here, because no factor can be used
to give a goal demoting DP. Suppose, however, we believe thatin
the context of Mason and/or Bryce, we should choose NN rather
than DP to be the value promoted by F1. Now Mason’s disclosure
can be held to cancel out his security measures, leaving onlyCA, as
promoted by F21 as the value promoted by G. This is an instanceof
attack 4d. No example of attack 4c appears here, as the alternative
values related to F1 are both pro-defendant.

Attack 7: This attack can only be directed towards the current
case, since we cannot alter the decision in Bryce. In order tomake
this attack we need to find some factor(s) which would promote
the same values as were promoted in the original interpretation
when conjoined with decided-for-d. This means that for eachpro-
plaintiff factor in the original G, we must find a pro-defendant fac-
tor related to the same value. This is not possible in A1, but sup-
pose we had used the weaker argument A2, based onTelevation
Telecommunications Inc v Saidon:

(A2): In Televation, given F6,F10,F12,F16,F21, it was correct to 
Note that promotion of multiple values can be undertaken through multiple instanti-

ations of the appropriate argumentation schema, as mentioned in Section 2.1.

decide for the plaintiff, since this realises F6 & decided-for-p, pro-
moting the value of NN. In Mason, given F1, F6, F15, F16 and F21,
we should decide for the plaintiff so as to realise F6 & decided-for-
p, promoting the value of NN.

Now, by taking F1 to promote NN, we could argue that in Ma-
son the goal F1 & decided-for-d would equally promote NN, and
so the goal derived from Televation cannot be a reason to decide
for the plaintiff in that case. Note that F1 is a distinction between
Mason and Televation. It is, however, a different kind of distinction
from that we will find in attack 10, since it makes the current case
weaker for the plaintiff, rather than the precedent case stronger for
the plaintiff.

Attack 8: In this attack we find a goal promoted by a decision
for the plaintiff which demotes the value promoted in the precedent
case. This can again be illustrated by using A2. Now, however,
we say that F1 & decided-for-p would demote NN. Is there any
real difference between these this attack and attack 7? The same
distinction is relied on in both cases. There is a differenceof em-
phasis since attack 7 is directed to providing a positive argument
for deciding the other way, whereas attack 8 provides a negative
argument against deciding in a particular way. These are very close
in our current situation where we have only two actions to choose
between so that not doing A and doing B are equivalent. Given a
richer action set, the distinction may be important: moreover, we
may find that these attacks have different effects when considered
in the context of a complete dialogue.

Attack 9: To make this attack we must find a factor that would
demote a particular value. Mason, unlike Bryce contains F16, and
so we could claim that deciding for Mason would realiseF16 &
decided-for-p, demoting RE. Additionally we must claim that RE
is more important than the values promoted by the goal claimed.

Attack 10:This attack could be directed at the interpretation of
Bryce. Although the goal claimed is a possible interpretation of
Bryce, it might equally be argued that goal realized by that decision
was F1 & F4 & F6 & F21. This would promote the same values as
the original claim. This goal cannot be realised in Mason, which
does not contain F4. This is an example of attack 10a. For an
example of attack 10b, we could argue thatTelevationshould be
explained by reference to the goalF12 & decided-for-p, promoting
the value CA, and so explainingTelevationin a way not helpful to
Mason.

Attack 11: Just attacks 7 and 8 can be paired, this is extremely
similar to attack 9 when we have only two actions. The claim here
is that deciding for Mason would prevent the realisation ofF16 &
decided-for-d, which would promote RE. In fact this is the strongest
form, attack 11c, since RE cannot be promoted by any goal contain-
ing decided-for-p on these facts.

Attack 15: This is difficult to argue here, since we have three
values promoted, and all of them are valid according to our formal-
isation. Indeed such an attack represents a criticism of ourformal-
isation more fundamental than attack 1, since we are questioning
theexistenceof a value, rather than theapplicationof a factor.

To summarize the above, we have found examples of each of our
original eight attacks which we saw as applicable, and seen that
two pairs,!"� #$ and !%� &&$, reduce to essentially the same thing,
leaving us with seven distinct attacks (counting 10a and 10bas dis-
tinct). Two of these can only be made by making a challenge to the
representation; attack 1 challenges the factors used to represent a
case, and attack 15 the values associated with the factors. The other
five are possible attacks while not questioning the formalisation.

Thus we have five attacks that we might expect to be reflected in
CATO: '� !"� #$� !%� &&$� &(�� &(). Four of these correspond to the



distinguish casemove in CATO, but each in a different way. A case
may be distinguished if the precedent is stronger or the current case
is weaker. Also distinctions may be capable of being downplayed
or emphasized, giving four possible flavours of distinction. Each of
these is represented by a different attack:

Attack
&(�

: precedent stronger for p; can be downplayed.
Attack !"� #$: current case weaker for p, can be downplayed.
Attack

&()
: precedent case stronger for p, can be emphasized.

Attack !%� &&$: current case weaker for p, can be emphasized.

This leaves attack 4 as new: what is happening here is that the
value said to be promoted by the factor in question is different, a
possibility raised by the ability of a factor to relate to several values,
and the need to say which value is being promoted in the context of
the particular decision.

In CATO eight argument moves are identified:

i. Analogising a case to a past case with a favourable outcome.
ii. Distinguishing a case with an unfavourable outcome.
iii. Downplaying the significance of a decision.
iv. Emphasising the significance of a distinction.
v. Citing a favourable case to emphasise strengths.
vi. Citing a favourable case to argue that weaknesses are not

fatal.
vii. Citing a more on point counterexample to a case cited by an

opponent.
viii. Citing an as on point counter example to a case cited by an

opponent.

Of these our attacks correspond to only the first four. How then
do we see the other four argument moves relating to our scheme?
Both (v) and (vi) would not be expected to appear as attacks, since
they are responses to attacks. We will suggest how such moves
would appear in our framework. Before discussing this, however,
we should consider the counter examples.

Counter examples should not be expected to appear as attacks
on positions such as A1 and A2, because they involve citing a case
with a different outcome, rather than questioning a particular po-
sition. Thus the counterexample response itself involves putting
forward a position, just like the original claim. This will therefore
comprise two parts: an interpretation of a past case and an applica-
tion of that interpretation to the new case.

Two kinds of counterexample may be used.
Counter example to the interpretation.In the interpretation the

goal comprises some set of factors conjoined with decided-for-p.
The first kind of counterexample (which we call anegative coun-
terexample) is a case which contains those same factors but which
was decided for the defendant. Thus given the position in A2,we
can say that the claimed goal is not vindicated by the body of case
law and cite any case in which the plaintiff took security measures
and yet there was a finding for the defendant, such asMotorola Inc
v Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp, which contains F2, F4,
F5, F6 and was decided for the defendant.

The second kind of counterexample (positive counterexample) is
where the defendant puts forward a whole position, containing both
an interpretation of a past case and an application of that interpreta-
tion to the current case. For example in Mason, the defendantcould
useSandlin v Johnstonas a counterexample, by giving the position
expressed in A3:

A3: In Sandlin, given F1, F10, F16, F19, F27, it was correct to
decide for the defendant, since this realises F1 & F16 & decided-
for-d, promoting the values of NN and RE. In Mason, given F1,

F6, F15, F16 and F21, we should decide for the defendant so as to
realise F1 & F16 & decided-for-d, promoting the values of NN and
RE.

The most effective counterexample is capable of acting bothas a
negative and a positive counterexample, since this both defeats the
opponent’s interpretation and provides a case which can be inter-
preted as a ground for deciding the new case. Otherwise, coun-
terexamples are most effective when combined with an another
form of distinguishing attack. Thus for example a negative coun-
terexample could be coupled with a proposed different interpreta-
tion of the goal achieved by the precedent. Thus a response toA2
might combine the Motorola counter example with Attack 10, giv-
ing:

The goal in Televation cannot be F6 & decided-for-p, since in
Mortorola F6 & decided-for-d. In Televation, given F6, F10,F12,
F16 and F21, it was correct to decide for the plaintiff, sincethis
realises F12 & decided-for-p, promoting the values of CA.

This can then be elaborated with apositive counterexample, propos-
ing a reason to decide Mason for the defendant, perhaps Sandlin as
in A3 above.

Thepositive counterexampleis important, since the other attacks
only undermine the reasons proposed to decide for the plaintiff:
motivating a decision for the defendant really requires a positive
position such as A3.

There is no real reply to a negative counterexample. A positive
counterexample, however, such as A3, can be subjected to allthe
kinds of attacks that the original position was subject to, through
distinctions or a negative counterexample.

Attacks on any positive counterexamples form the first compo-
nent of the plaintiffs rebuttal of the defendant’s response. The
rebuttal can then be extended by using moves corresponding to
CATO’s moves (v) and (vi), which involve citing cases to empha-
size strengths or show that any weaknesses are not fatal.

Citing a favourable case simply involves putting forward addi-
tional cases which realise the goal. Thus any other cases with F1 &
F6 & F21 & decided-for-p could be cited to rebut a response to A1.

Showing weaknesses not fatal is essentially providing a nega-
tive counterexample to the new goal proposed in one of the distin-
guishing attacks. One point should be noted about attack 10a, how-
ever: since the goal there points to a factor present in the precedent
but absent from the current case, so, in the example, the relevant
counter example must supply the goal F1 & F6 & F21 & notF4
& decided-for-p. Interesting this raises the need to include the ab-
sence of factors in goals. This in turn suggests the possibility of
doing this when choosing the precedent to cite originally, so that
we need not match only on factors present, but on factors absent as
well. So for example the goal in A1 could have been F1 & F6 &
F21 & notF20 & decided-for-p, if, as is possible, we considered the
fact that the information was unknown to competitors to be impor-
tant. This would avoid the need to include two factors which are
the negations of one another, as for example F6 and F19, but would
need to be handled with care, since, for example, notF5 makeslittle
sense if there is no agreement at all.

These responses do not really address attack 4, which proposes a
different interpretation of the value promoted by a factor.Currently
we see no obvious way to respond to this kind of attack, other than
by offering cases which exhibit the goal of the original position but
not the goal introduced in the attack. Of course, since attack 4 is
not present in CATO, we should expect no help from the moves
identified in that system.

The above thus covers the argument moves identified in CATO.
The use of values, however, suggest some additional moves inthat
we can cite a case which matches at the value level rather thanthe



factor level.
For example in Mason, suppose we had a case (call it Hypo) with

the factors F1, F12, F16 and F18. Here we could advance A4:
A4: In Hypo, given F1, F12, F16 and F18 it was correct to decide

for the plaintiff, since this realises F1 & F12 & F18 & decided-for-
p, promoting the values of NN,LL and DP. In Mason, given F1,
F6, F15, F16 and F21, we should decide for the plaintiff so as to
realise F1 & F6 & F21 & decided-for-p, also promoting the values
of NN,LL and DP.

Here we use the commonality of values to support the goal used
in the current case: that none of the pro-plaintiff factors match no
longer excludes Hypo as a valid precedent.

This kind of cite is possible as an original precedent, but isprob-
ably better used to find cases emphasising strengths: the idea here
is that the original goal should be preferred to the counter proposal
in the attack because the values that it supports can be shownto be
generally held in esteem.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 On Pointness
The notion of on-pointness is central to CATO (and its predeces-

sor HYPO [2]), On pointness is a measure of the similarity and
differences between cases: the greater the number of factors in
common, and the fewer the number of different factors, the more
on point is the case. The precedent chosen to cite is always the
most on point to the current case, and counterexamples used in a
response are meant to be at least as on point.

On pointness is defined [1, p. 214] as follows:
A case A is deemed more on-point to a problem (i.e. an unde-

cided case), if the similarities between B and the problem are a
proper subset of the similarities between A and the problem.
This means that our first focus is the intersection between the fac-
tors in the precedent and the current case. But the size of thein-
tersection is not crucial: given a case situation with F1,F2,F3, and
precedents with F1,F4 and F2,F3,F5, neither precedent is more on
point than the other. Thus CATO, like HYPO, before it, develops
a Claims Latticein which each generation is as on point as its sib-
lings and more on point than its children. What HYPO and CATO
do is to choose one of the most on-point cases as the citation,and
to use all the factors in their intersection when citing the case.

In our terms this becomes astrategyfor choosing a case to cite,
and selecting the goal once the case is chosen. This strategyhas
several things to recommend it, but is not forced in our account.
Thus, in A2 above, our goal was chosen to contain only a subset
of the intersection. What considerations might lead us to include
or exclude available factors when determining the goal? Theargu-
ment for inclusion is that it reduces the number of negative coun-
terexamples that can be found. The more tightly specified thegoal
the fewer the available precedents that can be brought to bear on it.
The corollary of this is that there will also be fewer cases available
to cite in support when we come to the rebuttal. Similar consider-
ations apply to differences between the current and cited case, in
that the more distinctions that there are, the more attacks will be
available.

The motive for allowing the goal to be less tightly specified than
may be possible is that it allows us to focus consideration ofrele-
vant factors, without introducing distractions and potential red her-
rings. Thus if a similarity is not germane to our explanatorytheory
of the domain, we may decide not to use it. Our view therefore
is that the notion of on-pointness supplies a plausible heuristic for
selecting cases to cite and fixing on the goal, but need not be the
only such heuristic. Our formalism gives the flexibility to explore

this question further.

6.2 Evaluation of Attacks
Thus far we have identified how a position can be attacked. At-

tacks identify alternative ways of interpreting past casesand alter-
native decisions for current ones. But the existence of an alternative
does not mean that this alternative should be adopted. Note that we
do not want to say that an attack always succeeds, but rather have
the audience relative framework of [3] in mind.

The role of the judge as we conceive it is to provide the audi-
ence which the arguments must persuade. There are a number of
possibilities for his or her assessment. One is based on the order-
ing of values. Some of the attacks contain within them the notion
that some value is more important than some other value. If this
contention is rejected, the attack will fail. Note, however, thatac-
tionPref is not used in legal reasoning: the judge is neutral between
the parties. The second possibility derives from the fact that some
attacks require the attribution of a different value to a goal. Here
the disagreement is as to which value is promoted by a given factor
in the context of the particular cases. Again the judge must arbi-
trate on this matter. Thirdly, the move from case to goal may be
in question, even though this makes no difference either to the or-
der of values or the values promoted. Here the appeal is to which
theory of the domain is considered more plausible, possiblydeter-
mined by some notion of theory coherence. Fourthly, we may be
questioning the representation of a case in terms of factors. Does a
particularly lax set of security measures count as F6 or F19?Again
the judge may be called upon to decide this issue.

Whether an attack succeeds or not thus depends on a judgement
of the target audience. It would also be desirable if the party putting
forward the attack also had a similar mechanism for adjudicating
the above points, so that it would put forward the attacks it con-
sidered most likely to succeed. Of course, the two parties might
well differ on their judgments, (as to the order of values, the value
promoted by a factor, the goal governing a case, or where a line is
drawn on a dimension) which is how we get the disagreement that
leads to litigation and why we need to the decisive audience to be
neutral between them.

6.3 Law as a Special Case of Persuasion
We took as our starting point a general theory of persuasion.In

applying this to law we found that some of the scope that the frame-
work provides was not needed. In particular this derives from two
characteristics of the way in which we have represented the legal
situation:

� There is always a choice between two actions, one of which
must be adopted. The effect of this is to make two pairs of
attack in the general framework indistinguishable from one
another.

� The effect of an action is always known, and actions are guar-
anteed to succeed. This rules out two of the attacks identified
in the general framework, which represent differing views on
the effect of an action.

Law can also be special in the way arguments are constructed.
The general framework does not prescribe where positions are sup-
posed to come from, nor how they are to be presented, nor how
goals are justified. In reasoning with precedents in law, however,
the initial argument (and positive counterexamples) always involves
putting forward some interpretation of a precedent case in order to
provide some grounds for the goal, and then applying this interpre-
tation to the new case.



We find it instructive to see this form of legal reasoning not as
sui generis, but as a particular example of persuasive reasoning in
general, adapted to meet the particular circumstances in which it is
conducted. That these adaptations have perhaps become enshrined
in conventions apparently peculiar to legal reasoning doesnot mean
that anything radically different is happening from happens in or-
dinary persuasion.

6.4 Association between values and factors
Of particular interest is the way in which we have related factors

and values. We have associated each factor with some subset of
the available values, largely following the factor/abstract factor re-
lationship in CATO. We have, however, required the choice ofone
of these values to be promoted by a factor in a particular goal. This
allows us to see the valuation of a goal as a point of contention.
There are, however, other ways in which this can be handled: mov-
ing one way we could allow a free choice of values to be associated
with factors in goals, and moving the other we could enforce the as-
sociation between a factor and a single value in our representation.
Again the implications of different choices here are something that
could be explored in future work.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this final section we shall attempt to summarise the main

points of this paper, and to suggest some directions for future inves-
tigation. Our intention has been to show how reasoning with legal
cases can be seen in the context of a general theory of persuasive
argument. Note that we have chosen to see law as an example of
persuasion inpractical reasoning, so that the decision for one of
the parties to the case is anaction, not the derivation of somefact
about the case. We feel that this is important in order to capture the
normative nature of the reasoning, that a decision for, say,the plain-
tiff is something thatshouldbe done and is capable of justification,
rather than a property of the case capable of discovery.

We believe that we have successfully shown that legal reasoning
with cases fits comfortably within our framework. Legal reasoning
does not exemplify all the features that can be found in the general
framework, but this is explicable in terms of some special features
of the legal domain. In contrast we have not found features inthe
legal domain for which we cannot account in our general frame-
work. This point has been illustrated by a detailed application of
the framework to the domain of CATO, the system which currently
employs the widest selection of argument moves.

The case study also suggests something about the style of legal
reasoning, and how precedent cases are deployed in argument, and
how they are related to a case under current consideration.

By taking the general framework as a starting point we are able
to see what might potentially be done in a legal reasoning system.
That is, we can see where restrictions to the general framework
are part of the domain itself, and where they result from particular
choices in the implementation of a given system. This would pro-
vide a basis for the comparison of systems, and the choices they
embody. Thus for example we can see that attacks 5 and 6 are in-
applicable to any legal system; attack 1 is available in HYPObut
not in CATO, due to the move from dimensions to factors for rep-
resenting cases (see [4, 11] for a discussion of this); and that while
HYPO cannot discriminate between the various forms of distin-
guishing represented by attacks 7,8,10a, 10b,11 and 12, theuse of
abstract factor in CATO divides them into two groups, 7, 9 and10a
and 10b,11 and 12. Potentially it would be further possible to dis-
criminate into the four groups 7/8, 10a, 10b and 9/11, but this is
the limit: features of the domain render 7/8 and 9/11 effectively the
same.

For future work we intend to continue to explore persuasion in
general and to use law as one of our specific domains to test and
evaluate what we do. Our intention is to specify a dialogue game
which will include as moves the attacks discussed in this paper, and
responses to these attacks. These will need to be supplemented by
moves putting forward positions, counterexamples and supporting
cases; one question is whether these position presenting moves are
domain specific, or can be couched in general terms. This specifica-
tion will be used as the basis for an implemented dialogue system:
initially this will presuppose human participants, but ourintention
is to discover strategies and heuristics for autonomous computa-
tional participants to interact automatically. This is an ambitious
programme, but the intermediate steps are in themselves useful as
offering insight both into the topic of legal reasoning itself, and to
approaches which have addressed it in the past.5
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